
RETREAT CENTER



VISION

� Has been developing since 2007 with locals we have been 
walking alongside, out of their
� testimonies from their time at Mto Moyoni & New Hope

� expressed belief that such a place is needed

� insights in regards to how they see local people and their 
cultural beliefs and behaviors need to be transformed

� prayers over the vision

� involvement in scouting and researching land options

� Is directly in line with ITUS’ 2020 vision and mission and 
their implementation here in Uganda

� Is what I believe to be from the Holy Spirit based on the 
above, the conviction He has placed on my heart and the 
doors that He continues to open as we move forward step by 
step



POPULATION STATISTICS

� Uganda has the youngest population in the world

� 77% of the population is under the age of 30 (compared to 

42% in the United States)

� 50% of the population is under the age of 15 (compared to 

20% in the United States)

� The median age in Uganda is 15 (compared to a median age of 

37 in the United States).



POPULATION STATISTICS

� Uganda’s fertility rate has remained among the highest in 
the world for the last 40 years

� Uganda is set to have the highest population growth in the 
world with its current population of 34,000,000 expected to 
explode to 130,000,000 by 2050

Conclusion
Considering these statistics, and the fact that “a person’s 
worldview is primarily shaped and is firmly in place by the time 
someone reaches the age of 13; it is refined through experience 
during the teen and early adult years; and then it is passed on 
to others during their adult life,” community transformation 
necessitates transformation of youth to the point in which they 
become actively engaged in the process of transforming their 
communities.



PROBLEM

� Historical, cultural and societal influences and 
pressures make such transformation of youth very 
difficult to reach

� Most Ugandan youth are immersed in oppression, 
are taught oppression and develop an oppressive 
worldview that keep them in and cause them to 
perpetuate poverty, slavery and blindness.  

� They are stuck in a downward cycle of fatalism, 
defeatism and passivity.  

� Their young hopes for food, freedom and 
forgiveness fade away before they can even be 
fully formed.



SOLUTION

� In light of the depth of relationship required to facilitate the 

transformation of youth and the cultural and societal 

influences and pressures Ugandan youth have within their 

communities, spending extended, intense, quality and 

quantity time with the youth in a place outside of their 

communities, where they can fully focus on transformation, 

is essential for their transformation

� Therefore, Team Beyond desires to set up a retreat center to 

serve the specific communities in which Team Beyond is 

working by running a 3-to-7-month discipleship program for 

small groups of select, passionate, Christian singles and pre-

children married couples of those communities.



SOLUTION

� Through daily trainings, activities, outreaches, studies, 
prayer, work, and living, the Facilitators of the 
discipleship program will facilitate the transformation 
of these youth by facilitating:
� deep growth in the Biblical worldview – centering on Jesus, the full 

expression of the Father’s love and value of human life – and the 
subsequent values

� reconciliation in their four key relationships – with God, with themselves, 
with others, and with creation – addressing the specific areas of 
brokenness they and their communities have in each one

� their freedom from poverty, slavery and blindness through the 
development of a foundation for life-long access to food, freedom and 
forgiveness

� in them the formation of heart, knowledge and skill for facilitating 
community transformation – for bringing hope, dignity and wholeness to 
the poor, slave and blind – in their home communities and beyond



LOCATION

� The retreat center will be set in a strategic 
location of beauty and peace to facilitate 
concentration, inspiration, revelation, and 
motivation in the processes of restoration, 
reconciliation and transformation

�Possible locations include:
� Tunyi Falls, Bulambuli

� Chebonet Falls, Kapchorwa

�Bugondo, Serere

�Kaweri Island, Kabermaido



PROGRAMS

�Discipleship Program

�Marriage & Family Retreats

�Internships

�Community Transformation

�Tourism



DISCIPLESHIP PROGRAM

3-to-7-month program for small groups of select, passionate,
Christian singles and pre-children married couples of the
specific communities in which Team Beyond is working. The
program will center on reconciliation in their four key
relationships:

� with God
� the Father’s love

� spiritual practices of Jesus

� soul care

� with self
� identity in Christ

� freedom in Christ

� life-map

� self-awareness



DISCIPLESHIP PROGRAM

� with others
� values of life, humility, servanthood

� marriage and family

� treatment of vulnerable

� view of Western whites

� disciple-making

� community transformation

� missions

� with creation
� values of hard work, excellence, integrity, stewardship, 

creativity

� Farming God’s Way

� business as ministry/missions

� creation care



DISCIPLESHIP PROGRAM

This reconciliation process and the 
discipleship of the participants will 
be integrated into 

� their daily upkeep

� the upkeep and development of the retreat 
center

� the running of the other programs 

� self-sustainability and income-generating 
projects



MARRIAGE & FAMILY RETREATS

Cultural Facts
� Domestic Violence

� 70% of women agree that wife-beating is justifiable.

� Women believe that the harder your husband beats you, the 
more he loves you.

� “Under ‘akikamuni’ or ‘atokore’, a marital custom in the 
Karamoja region, if a woman rejects a man, when you find 
her you wrestle her and force her into sexual intercourse. 
This can happen anywhere, even in a public place. The 
purpose of the act is to extract consent.”

� “There is a belief that to be a ‘true married wife’ a woman 
should have lost a tooth as a result of being battered by her 
husband.”



MARRIAGE & FAMILY RETREATS

Cultural Facts
� Domestic Violence

� “Many law enforcement officials viewed wife beating as a 
husband’s prerogative, as did the majority of the population, 
and rarely intervened in cases of domestic violence.”

� Culturally, “women are expected to be obedient to men, 
cannot question infidelity of their husbands nor can they 
deny them sex. Sex is obligatory for married women, and 
there is little communication between spouses about sex 
and no negotiation. Furthermore, gender relations and 
power dynamics in marriage favour the man over the woman 
as regards decision affecting economic needs, health care 
seeking and number and gender of children.”



MARRIAGE & FAMILY RETREATS

Cultural Facts
� Infidelity

� “The largest proportion (43%) of new HIV infections occurs in the 
mutually monogamous heterosexual sex category [‘married’], which 
includes almost half the population.”  

� “Many couples in the country have a fatalistic attitude towards infidelity, 
believing it to be inevitable.” 

� Because wives are culturally required to abstain from sex during 
� pregnancy as it is believed the consequences will include difficult child-birth and 

mental illness

� breast-feeding as it is believed it will lead to diarrhoea in the baby

� a period of mourning

� the menstrual period

extra-marital affairs and polygamy by men are socially justified, 
accepted and expected.



MARRIAGE & FAMILY RETREATS

Cultural Facts

� Infidelity

� Sterility of a wife, permanent inability for a wife to carry out 
conjugal duties, the wife being an invalid, and the wife having 
contagious or incurable ailments are not only socially acceptable, 
but lawful grounds for a man to have extra-marital affairs and to 
marry another wife, most often ostracizing, chasing away or 
divorcing their first wife.  Husbands are considered incapable of 
sterility.

� Due to the cultural importance of producing children, women who 
suspect their husband is sterile will secretly try to get pregnant 
with other partners.



MARRIAGE & FAMILY RETREATS

Cultural Facts

� Infidelity

� Factors related to infidelity “are the subordinate status of women, 
rural-urban migration and mobility of men, patriarchal social 
relations where men dominate in most spheres of life, the fact 
that men are the majority wage earners in most families, social 
norms and expectations that are permissive of men indulging in 
risky behaviour and requiring women to always submit to their 
husband’s creature needs. Women do not expect male fidelity 
and blame themselves for failure to satisfy his needs if a man 
seeks extramarital affairs. This means that women cannot deny 
their husbands sexual intercourse however risky it may be after 
periods of separation.”



MARRIAGE & FAMILY RETREATS

Cultural Facts

� Looking for love

� The biggest reason for girls leaving school is pregnancy and 
early marriage (41.5%).  Having distant or absent fathers, 
many young girls are looking for love

� 12% of marriages occur before the age of 15; 46% of 
marriages occur before the age of 18.



MARRIAGE & FAMILY RETREATS

Cultural Facts

� Dowry

� Customary marriage is still the most popular and common 
form of marriage in Uganda.  Customary marriage centers 
on the negotiation of the dowry, which is really the selling of 
a daughter to a man.  Customary marriage does not involve 
a publicly made commitment to each other, let alone Christ.

� By paying the dowry, the husband, and even his family, 
regards the wife as a chattel which he can do with as he 
pleases.

� Due to dowry costs, lack of funds and the expectation to 
have a large, expensive wedding, most couples are unable 
to pay for church weddings.



MARRIAGE & FAMILY RETREATS

Cultural Facts

� Dowry

� “In order to encourage young people to get interested in 

weddings Bishop Wanok appealed to parents to stop asking 

for bride price, saying that apart from discouraging 

marriages, they also led to domestic violence.”

� Because of the bride price, girls are more desirable than 

boys, which in turn is one of the main reasons there are so 

many more street boys and boys in orphanages than girls.



MARRIAGE & FAMILY RETREATS

Cultural Facts

� Inheritance

� The husband’s family, as opposed to his wife and children, 

receive the majority of his assets if he dies.

� “Under local customary law in many areas, women cannot 

own or inherit property or retain custody of their children.  

Traditional divorce law in many areas requires women to 

meet stricter evidentiary standards than men to prove 

adultery.  Polygamy is legal under both customary and 

Islamic law, and in some ethnic groups men can ‘inherit’ the 

widows of their deceased brothers.”



MARRIAGE & FAMILY RETREATS

Cultural Facts

� Children

� People who take in an orphan, do not treat that orphan as one of their own 
children, but more as a slave/servant, even if the orphan is a relative.

� Generally, children are better seen but not heard in their father’s presence until 
discipline needs to be instilled.

� Child abuse by parents is rampant in Uganda and includes:

� over-beating

� forced early-marriage

� forced labor

� denial of food

� abandonment

� lack of supervision

� absent fathers



MARRIAGE & FAMILY RETREATS

Cultural Facts

� Children

� Few children have stable and loving family environments. 
Many families are also increasingly characterized by ‘absent 
parents’, lack of communication between parents and 
children, alcoholism and domestic violence. Many children 
run away to the streets to avoid violence and abuse in the 
family.

� Divorce is widespread in Uganda.  Most often, with divorce 
comes remarriage and with remarriage come step-parents, 
the most of whom abuse the children of their spouses 
claiming that they are not their children.



MARRIAGE & FAMILY RETREATS

Conclusion
� Considering these facts, and the fact that healthy marriages and

families are the foundation of thriving communities, community
transformation necessitates transformation in and of marriages
and parenting. Transformed marriages will produce transformed
families, which will in turn produce transformed communities.

� To help facilitate the transformation of marriages and families,
Team Beyond desires to use the retreat center it wishes to
establish to serve the specific communities in which Team Beyond
is working for running retreats for married couples of those
communities. Spending intense, quality and quantity time with
the married couples in a place outside of their communities, in a
warm, engaging environment where they can fully focus on
transformation, is essential for their transformation.



MARRIAGE & FAMILY RETREATS

Conclusion
� These retreats will 

� center on the biblical worldview as it relates to marriage and family

� address the cultural beliefs, values and practices of marriage and family which 
counter those that are biblical

� provide practical tools, encouragement and hope for healthy marriages and 
families

� end with the opportunity to begin a new married and family life with an official 
mass wedding at the retreat center (or in their home community) whereby they:

� make a commitment to each other before God, family and witnesses

� are able to have a wedding without the huge expectations, extravagance and 
expenses of having one alone in their own community

� legally protect each other and their children in case of the death of one of 
them

� form in them the heart, knowledge and skill for facilitating marriage and family 
transformation in their home communities and beyond

� be followed up by the community team members and subsequent retreats



INTERNSHIPS

� Western university/college students will 

join Ugandans in the Discipleship 

Program

� Source of income generation for self-

sustainability



COMMUNITY TRANSFORMATION

Those in the Discipleship Program will take 

part in the community transformation 

process in the communities around the 

retreat center.



TOURISM

� Room and board

� Catered and cared for by those in the 

Discipleship Program

� Source of income generation for self-

sustainability



NEXT STEPS

�Start & stay small, 

simple, self-

sustainable, & 

strategic

�Cycles of contin-

uous improvement

�Move ahead with 

excellence without 

waiting on perfection

PDCA

Methodology

PlanPlanPlanPlan

DoDoDoDo

CheckCheckCheckCheck

AdjustAdjustAdjustAdjust



NEXT STEPS

�Proposal passed by IT Executive 

Leadership

�Next steps

�Decide on a name

�Identify land

�Develop detailed action plan & budget

�Raise funds through Ride for Refuge


